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NEXT MEETING 
Tuesday  20th July 2021 : 7.30pm 

Sports Lounge  

Royal Oak Bowls  

146 Selwyn St, Onehunga  
 
 
COMMITTEE  
Chairman - Craig Sargent John Watkins  

Secretary -  Brett Peacock Lance Whitford 

Treasurer -  Mark Robson  

  

EDITOR: Lance Whitford 
  e:  lancewhitford@hotmail.com 

WEBMASTER:  

 

EMAIL: ipmsauckland@gmail.com 
  
WEB: ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com 
 
YAHOO: 
 groups.yahoo.com/group/ipmsauckland 
 
FACEBOOK: 
      Link from the IPMS Auckland Website 

 

Less than 3 Months to go  now!! 
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I am pleased to report that our first meeting at Royal Oak 
Bowls was a great success and I really think we are on to a 
winner here. The size of the meeting room is more than ade-
quate in terms of size and facilities and the lighting is very 
good for our purposes. The staff there were very helpful in 
terms of advice about the venue and in making refreshments 
available.  There is plenty of off street parking which was al-
ways a bug bear with the St Mary’s Bay venue. It was also 
the first time many of us had seen the larger area we have 
booked for the Nats in October. Hopefully we can settle in for 
the long term without the perils of dealing with Auckland City 
council booking systems. If you couldn’t make it to last 
month’s meeting do try and come along this month to see 
things for yourself. 

With the nationals looming we will be running a workshop at 
this month’s meeting  that will cover the nuts and bolts com-
petition judging IPMS style. We will explain exactly what it is 
that judges will be looking  and also what they are not inter-
ested in and why. It will also be a great opportunity for you to 
bring along models both finished and in progress and see 
how they stack up against those criteria with the idea that you 
should  still have plenty of time to put things right before en-
tering them in competition in October.  

Planning for the Nationals is well under way there will be a 
brief update at the meeting.  

Don’t forget that if you haven’t paid your subs this year you 
are now officially overdue.  

From the Editor 
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BULLETIN BOARD 
NEW MEMBERS AND SUBS  ******  2021/22 NOW DUE ******

Subs for 2021/22 now due - see below for club account details or see the club secretary  

at the next club mee ng. 

  

IPMS BANK ACCOUNT NUMBER 

03 0162 0012960 00 

Please add your name and details 
so we know who has paid! 

Membership 
Type 

Description Cost 

Full Living in the Auckland Metropolitan Area NZ$45 

Out Of Town Living 75km or more from central Auckland  NZ$30 

Junior Same rights as full membership for those under 16 NZ$25 

EVENTS 
CLUB NIGHT EVENTS 
IPMS Auckland Meet on the 
second Tuesday of each month 
at 7.30pm 

 
 
 

 

MODELLING EVENTS 
 
Nothing to report this month ! 
 
 
 
 

  
July 20/7/2021. Competition 

Nationals judging practice 
- where you can bring a 
model for dissection (in 
the nicest possible way 
) . Here’s an opportunity 
to sort problems out be-
fore competition day 

 

NOTE 
We have a new meeting venue: 
The Sports Lounge  

Royal Oak Bowls  

146 Selwyn St, Onehunga  
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BLLETIN BOARD 
 
 

  

 
The following retailers have 
kindly agreed to offer IPMS 
Auckland club members a 
discount on their purchases 
upon presentation of their 
current IPMS Auckland Mem-
bership card.  
The discount only applies on 
selected product lines and 
remains at the discretion of 
the retailer. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

ModelAir 
349 Dominion Road  
Mount Eden 
Auckland  
p: 09 520 1236 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Cnr Market Rd & Gt South Rd 
Auckland  
Ph: (09) 520 1737 
 
10% on kits and modelling 
supplies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Unit 5/1 Greenwich Way, 
Unsworth Heights, Auck-
land. 
Ph: (09) 441 3562  
 
10% on kits and modelling 
supplies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Merv Smith Hobbies 
 
27 Davis Crescent 
Newmarket 
Auckland 
 
10% off most items on 
presentation of IPMS Auck-
land Membership Card.   
 
 
 
 
 
Avetek Limited 
 
Gwyn and Christina Avenell 
28 Lauren Grove, RD 2, Pa-
pakura,  
Auckland 2582, New Zea-
land. 
p: +64 (09) 298 4819,  
m: +64 (0)27 343 2290 
e: aveteknz@gmail.com 
www.avetek.co.nz 
New Zealand Master Agents 
for: 
Auszac ECO Balsa • Bob 
Smith Industries - Cy-
anoacrylates and Epoxies • 
Airsail International Kitsets 
 

CLUB SUPPORT 

BULLETIN BOARD
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Pacific Coast Models 1/32 Hawker Hurricane  
Mark I, Early produc on, aka “Ragwing”  

By Bre  Peacock 

Kit  # 32010, Private Sale – Probably rather hard to find in NZ as I have been after one for 6 or 7 
years, now! I paid a VERY Reasonable $50.00 but expect it to cost more than that  online (if you 
spot one!) now as Pacific Coast Models is now defunct. 

70 parts in blue-grey plastic, 12 parts in Clear , 17 Resin Parts, 32 parts on a median size fret of 
Colour Photo etch by Eduard. Decals for 6 options including 1 Finnish flown, and one captured in 
Yugoslavia by the Regia Aeronautica, 1 Belgian and 3 RAF options. The Plastic is by Sword 
Models and the PE by Eduard.  No Provenance if provided for the Resin. 

The kit includes the very early 2 bladed propeller and the “Keel-less” underside of the rear fuse-
lage along with both the Rotol spinner and 3 blade propeller and the De Havilland spinner and 3 
blade propeller, along with the standard keel for the rear under-fuselage. 2 types of tail wheel and 
yoike are also included as well as 2 differing windscreens. Some research into your chosen op-
tion will be necessary. As all the colour options use IDENTICAL outlines.... (Some notes on op-
tions are provided, but not enough clarity for other options. 

This kit represents a brave choice as the initial production run was rather small, compared to the 
later, all metal wing, variants of the Hurricane. The nickname derives from the fact that most of 
the upper and lower wings are fabric covered like a Biplane (In fact the Hurricane was originally 
called the “Fury Monoplane”) and was intended to replace the Hawker Fury Biplane. In fact a 
number of the early Mark Is were returned to the Hawker works to be re-winged with the new all 
metal wing and rotol or DH propellers, and brought up to date in mid 1940.  
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The others had either already been lost (in France) or exported to places like Yugoslavia and Fin-
land,  and some were sent to the USSR, where the Finns captured them in 1941! 

I have built the Revell 1/32 Mark I Hurricane way back when, and it was a fairly easy build then, 
but time has not been kind to the fit or the details of that kit. Plus its accuracy apparently leaves a 
bit to be desired! Fly Models also produced a family of 1/32 Hurricanes, but AFAIK, Not a Rag-
wing version, although they covered most of the rest!  

On to the kit! As stated the parts are molded in the typical Blue-grey plastic that Sword uses in 
kits like their 1/48 Meteor NF 14 reviewed recently. It is typical of modern limited run plastic be-
ing a little hard and very smooth to the touch, if a little thicker than mainstream injection molded 
kits. An Online review I saw notes that generally fit is better than many such kit BUT there is an 
issue with aligning the upper wings with the fuselage fairing they join to. Clamps, superglue and 
patience and maybe a mild heat gun may be called for! On a more positive note, it is more 
“Hurricane-like”, that is to say accurate, than the old Revell kit! 
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The clear parts are very clear an should not present a huge problem, although an open canopy 
way be more difficult to achieve without a vac replacement. The resin and PE fill out the Wheel 
bay and cockpit to a very high standard, so an opened canopy should be considered. 
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The drops shown have letters in them to indicate which colour paint to use. As you can see from 
the drawings the Cockpit is very complete and should be shown off. 

The instructions are very good, with paint call-outs at every step and options clearly marked, but 
NOT for which marking scheme that they apply to! (with one or two exceptions.) 
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The full colour, A5 sized colour guide shows enough information to make choosing your option 
rather difficult as they are all very nice, and somewhat unique, choices and patterns. I am very 
partial to either the Finnish or the Regia Aeronautica options! 
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The Kit Resin.... and Photo-etch 
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 Here is an example, taped up.... Note the misaligned wing upper and fairing at the wing root. 

While I am aware that short run kits like this are not everyone's cuppa tea, they do fill an im-
portant gap in the choice of available subject matter, so, despite the flaws, I am recommending 
this kit to anyone who has, or can get, one. Yes, it will be more work than the latest Tamiya Ub-
er-kit, but so will the old Revell or Fly Hurricane... And people are Still buying those. 
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BRITISH MILITARY TRUCKS OF WORLD WAR TWO. 

Manufacturers, Types, Variants and Service of Trucks in Bri sh Army and Roy-
al Air Force Service 1939-45. Tankograd Publishing reprint by Les Freathy.       

Review by Pete M. 
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With the current plethora of Allied softskin models being released (and more yet to come) over 
the past couple of years, this reprint from Tankograd is a much needed resource to help with the 
builds!  
Originally released as a hardback, this limited edition reprint is now in a soft cover format in A4 
size so most photos included are a good size to pick out details etc. Most are very well chosen 
for clarity, but the odd one or two that are maybe not so clear have been included if they are the 
only ones known to show a certain variant. All appear to be pre-war or wartime photos, no current 
rebuilds or display vehicles to confuse the issue here! 
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Beginning with a chapter covering the British Army's vehicles from 1914 through till 1939, the 
book then covers most of the British 'B' vehicles and their variations in alphabetical form. Several 
pages are devoted to each makers products and there is a table for each listing each models 
basic specifications.  
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Naturally, the higher production numbers of some vehicles and variations of such has been cov-
ered in more pages than others, but most have been well documented. Note: there are very few 
'technical' drawings or sketches from manuals, but most include some basic chassis photos. 
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The next section covers the 'Lend Lease' vehicles sourced from the USA from the Jeep to the Di-
amond T and the myriad of vehicles received under this scheme. 
 
Next comes a section covering the Canadian motor industries contribution which covers all of the 
Canadian Military Pattern vehicles produced by Chevrolet, Ford and Dodge in civilian based vehi-
cles made in Canada. 
 
The final section covers the multitude of trailers of all shapes, sizes and uses produced during 
this period. 
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In 256 pages, this volume can't hope to cover every single vehicle made or used during WWII, 
but it makes a pretty good go at it.  
 
Well worth adding to ones library, but I do note it is already showing as out of stock at Book-
world Wholesale in the UK whom it was produced for. Considering it was only released at the 
beginning of July, it shows the demand for this type of book! No Note as to whether they are go-
ing to do another print run, but selling out this quickly may make it worthwhile for them to do so. 
 
It is still showing in stock at The Aviation and Military Book Centre in the UK at the time of writing 
this review:  
 
https://www.aviationbookcentre.com/military_pre1946/
tankograd_british_military_trucks_of_world_war_two/21423_p.html 
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Border Model 1/35 Crusader Mk.III 
By Lance Whi ord 

Border Model are a recent addition to the ever-growing list of Chinese kit manufacturers and the 
Crusader MK.III is their first British offering. For many years the only game in town for a Crusader  
in 1/35th scale were from the Italeri range and re-boxings of these by people like Testors and 
Revell. These kits all had major components that dated back to the 1970’s. These were excellent 
kits for their time and still hold up reasonably well against  today’s kits. The most obvious issue 
with these was the strange raised section on the tip of the front mudguards.  This was fixed when 
Tamiya did a re-box of the kit a few years back and subsequent boxings from Italeri now incorpo-
rate this fix.  So this begs the question is it worth buying a Border kit if you have an Italeri kit or 2 
on the shelf. Perhaps that depends on what variant you wish to model as Border currently offer 
the MkIII in kit form. Here are my initial thoughts. 

Firstly the box art is very attractive which gives a good first impression, which is always useful for 
retailers who want to have something that pops out on the shelf.  Once inside the box we can see  
that the parts are nicely moulded and that there are plenty of them as a result of  the kit featuring 
individual working track links, each consisting of the ink and 2 stub pins ala Model Kasten style.  
Other than the tracks the kits does not have many more parts than the Italeri kits. There is a 
turned metal barrel included and some photoetch. The construction of the lower hull and Christie 
suspension is very similar to the Italeri kits but offers the option make the suspension moveable.  
Another plus is that the stowage boxes come with separate  lids which can be posed open in a 
realistic manner. 
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Looking at the indy link tracks in detail, they come moulded in pairs and are very small . They also have 2 ejector pin  marks 
either side of the guide horns that will need to be filled and or sanded. Fortunately if if you are building a desert or Tunisian 
campaign vehicle much of the trac run will be hidden behind the sand shields. Border also provide 2 op onal lengths of track 
for the lower run for those who are modelling the suspension as if the tank is si ng on the flat. A nice labour saving touch and 
the long lengths have less cleanup. This op on also provides for some extra spare tracks. Some photos from Tunisia show short 
lengths of track a ached to the turrets so the spares will help if you want to go down that path.  A jig is provided to assist with 
assembling the tracks in small lengths. The pins must be inserted one by one. It would have been nice if the sprue spacing 
matched the jig to allow adding 5 at a me 

Pictures below from britmodeller.com 
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The roadwheels attach with poly caps which will 
appeal to many modellers and as mentioned earlier 
Border give the option of articulating the suspen-
sion arms. If you want to do this it is a simple mat-
ter of cutting off some hidden stubs that prevent the 
arms from moving. The roadwheels themselves are 
nicely detailed as are the rest of the visible suspen-
sion parts. The lower hull incorporates the twin skin 
layout of the Christie suspension system. The sec-
tion of the instructions below illustrates the bits to 
remove  when opting for a movable suspension. 
There is not an excess of parts here which is fine 
given that the suspension components are virtually 
invisible once the lower hull is complete.  The sprue 
shots at the bottom also help illustrate that this is 
not one of those over-engineered kits that some 
manufacturers like to  turn out. 
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As mentioned previously, Border give you the ability to have stowage boxes open but as can 
be seen form the sprue shot on the previous page  the boxes are moulded with the minimum 
number of parts possible to achieve this.  

Below are the other major sprues which reinforce the fact that this is not an overly complex 
model for the most part.  That sprue layout suggests that there may be more variants to come 
with the bulk of the turret parts on a single sprue and the upper hull design ready to accept a 
Mk I MG turret  should Border wish to release one of those. 
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The turret is reasonably well detailed on the outside with some nice weld beads. I’m not con-
vinced about the surface texture on the rolled steel plates though.  The turret front also lacks a 
couple of sighting apertures. Border supply a barrel in plastic and offer an optional turned metal 
barrel. Unfortunately the metal barrel (below) is incorrectly shaped and should be binned.  

Two styles of muzzle counter weight are offered for the plastic barrel and both could be seen 
on production vehicles so if using this barrel then choose the most appropriate for your subject. 
The plain tube-like version was more common in  North Africa but the type with the tapered 
front was seen as well so if modelling a specific subject then take your key from photos if pos-
sible.  

The coaxial Besa MG mounting on the turret front is a little flimsy looking. These were heavy 
cast cradles designed to protect as much of the barrel from battle damage as possible. The 
sidewalls that Border give you on the mount are too thin but it’s not hard to beef these up with 
a bit of plastic card and spot of putty to get a better look. There is no interior detail to speak of 
in the turret other than a crude representation of the gun breach and some details for the inside 
of the turret hatch no no great leap forward compared to Italeri there.  
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The PE supplied with the kit is shown on the right and is not overly ambitious in nature. 

What is nice is that it does provide parts for the exhaust which lives in the grill at the rear of the 
hull. This is something that Italeri ignored. 

The turret mounted light gets some PE trim 
which is a nice touch although by and large the 
PE is pretty basic most of the larger bits there 
to complete the mudguards in a non-desert 
style. Most modellers will probably want to do 
either an 8th Army tank or one from the  Tuni-
sian campaign which both use the full sand 
shields. The kit  tow hook looks well detailed 
as can be seen below 
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The first marking op on is 26th Armoured Brigade , 6th Armoured Division, Tunisia 1943 
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The second marking op on is for  9th Queens Lancers, 1st Armoured Division, El Alamein 1942. 
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The third marking op on is for  another vehicle  from the 6th Armoured Division Tunisia 1943, this me  in a 2 tone scheme 
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These CAD renderings give a good idea of the kit features 
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All things considered this is a pretty good kit and it is worth buying if you want to build a Crusader 
Mk III. It’s better than the Italeri one but not light years ahead of it. The Border kit does have 
some nice features and I have heard that it is perhaps a shade more accurate in terms of dimen-
sions. Most of the criticism I have seen of the kit is minor in nature and easily fixed if you are that 
way inclined. I look forward to building the kit as the Crusader was always a good looking tank 
and the marking options available add to this appeal. I picked mine up while visiting Merv Smith 
Hobbies in Newmarket. 

 

Here is an IWM photo of a 6th Armoured Division Crusader in Tunisia having its gun cleaned. 
The extra track links on the turret and hull front are plus the tapered muzzle counterweight worth 
noting 
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Models on the table from our June meeting 
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Check out our Website gallery for photos taken of models at our 
monthly meetings 

 
http://ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
And as usual - check out the IPMS Auckland website  as we’re trying to keep the content  a bit more dy-
namic.  We won’t be regurgita ng content found on other websites but will provide links to sites we think 
are of interest to members.   

 
 


